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Message from the Associate Vice-President 
Research, Engagement & Graduate Studies 
 
Centres and institutes at UFV facilitate a high value strategic approach to applied research activities which provide a 
multitude of opportunities to enhance teaching and learning, engage with and provide value to our communities, and 
enrich the experiences of our students. Research is widely recognized as a high impact teaching practice as it enables 
students to apply what they have learned in the classroom to develop solutions to current issues in society, under the 
direct supervision of a UFV faculty member. These mentoring opportunities encourage students to apply their learning 
at a deeper level than is usually possible in the setting of a conventional classroom setting. Students gain workplace skills 
that expand employment and graduate school opportunities available to them upon graduation, as well as enlarging 
their professional networks through research partnerships and conference presentations imbedded within their 
research experience. 
 
This year’s report will introduce three new research centres that have been approved this past year. As you will read, 
they are at various stages in their development, with the new Community Health and Social Innovation Hub well on its 
way with multiple research projects supported by significant external funding, to the Esposito Centre of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship that has built on Director Jon Thomas’ solid research foundation, and the soon to be launched Peace 
and Reconciliation Centre. The one factor that all three of these centre’s have in common, is that they were all founded 
on the strong relationships and financial support from community partners. All three of these centres are taking applied 
approaches to solving current problems within our communities, region and beyond. 
 
In addition to the reports from these three new centres, you will find reports from our well established and highly 
productive research institutes, three other research centres, the Luminescence Dating Lab, the Race and Anti-Racism 
Network, and the Scholarly Sharing Initiative. These established centres and institutes have shown year after year that 
they provide some of the most effective means of engaging with our communities in a tangible manner. These research 
results and engagement activities enable UFV to showcase our faculty, students, and the value that we add to society. 
Centres and institutes leverage the strengths and expertise of individual students and researchers by providing an 
organizational framework that facilitates the valued synergies of an interdisciplinary group of motivated researchers 
focused on common topics, values and mission.  
 
As outlined in Policy 211 Research Centres and Institutes, UFV centres and institutes are required to submit an annual 
report to the Senate. In those reports, you will read the names of students that have had the opportunities to work as 
Research Assistants, the acquisition of more than $2 million in external funding, and dozens of partnerships with 
universities, governments, non-profits and industry from the Fraser Valley and around the world. It is an exciting time to 
be supporting research and the opportunities it provides for students to engage in such a breadth of meaningful applied 
learning activities.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
Dr. Garry Fehr 
AVP, Research, Engagement, and Graduate Studies 
https://www.ufv.ca/research/ 

https://www.ufv.ca/research/


   

Food and Agriculture Institute (FAI) 
Lenore Newman, Director  September 2019 – May 2020  
https://www.ufv.ca/food-agriculture-institute/   

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Food and Agriculture Institute at UFV conducts research in the areas of food policy and agricultural innovation to 
foster sustainable intensive agricultural systems. We specialize in research that is regionally based and globally 
applicable, partnering with researchers, industry leaders, and governments to ensure that British Columbia’s food and 
agricultural systems continue to thrive. We involve students in our research programs, contributing to the development 
of tomorrow’s food and agricultural leaders. Currently FAI is focussing on agricultural land use policy, sustainable 
agricultural systems, and agricultural technologies and the agritech space. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 
 
The Institute began its work in September of 2018. The current Director is Dr. Lenore Newman. Dr. Lisa Powell acted as 
Associate Director for most of the reporting period, and has secured a position at Sweetbriar College in Virginia where 
she is now Director of their agricultural centre. We welcome Dr. Robert Newell to fill the Associate Director roll. Rob 
comes to us from postdoctoral work at Royal Roads University with expertise in climate change and policy engagement. 
Our current research associates are Tom Baumann, Cherie Enns, Jonathan Hughes, Mariano Mapili, Stefania Pizzirani, 
Renee Prasad, and Michelle Superle. Affiliated graduate students are Colin Dring (UBC) and Zsofia Mendly-Zambo (York). 
Charmaine White remains with us as a Research Assistant. FAI also maintains an advisory council that meets once a 
term. 
 
C. Partnerships 
 
Emerging Agritech partnership: Dr. Evan Fraser, Director of the Arrell Institute at Guelph, are in discussion as to how to 
build a partnership to study the agritech sector.  
 
BC Agricultural Climate Adaption Research Network (ACARN): FAI is a member of the BC Agricultural Adaptation to 
Climate Change partnership. Both Dr. Newman and Dr. Newell will be working to deepen participation in the coming 
year.  
 
Farming 4.0: Partnership with Evan Fraser and others on a $400,000 SSHRC Insight Grant titled, “Farming 4.0: 
Investigating how the digital data revolution may change how we produce food and the nature of rural communities”. 
  
Cellular Agriculture partnership: FAI has partnered with Cellular Agriculture Canada to develop funding applications to 
further our cellular agriculture work.  
 
Cubic Farms and Nutriva Group partnerships: FAI is in the early stages of developing a research partnership based out of 
the Abbotsford Ecodairy.  
 
Collaborations: FAI is building collaborations with scholars at William Anglis University in Melbourne and the University 
of Melbourne.  
 
D. Students 
 
Dr. Mariano Mapili’s Conservation GIS (BIO 357/GEOG 357, Fall 2019) students assisted in updating the Agricultural Land 
Use Inventory (ALUI) in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) of Chilliwack. Availability of local land use data and maps is 

https://www.ufv.ca/food-agriculture-institute/


   
always a bottleneck in conservation planning, and this is especially an issue in the classroom where conservation GIS 
projects of students rely heavily on locally available, accurate land use maps. In the Fall semester of 2019, the Food and 
Agriculture Institute (FAI) shared the 2011-2013 BC Ministry of Agriculture Agricultural Land Use Inventory (ALUI) to 23 
students in BIO 357 and 10 students in GEOG 357 for their group projects. 
 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
The work of FAI remains deeply focussed on advancing the interests of our region in general and the agricultural 
industry in particular. As a member of the Premier’s Food Security Task Force, Dr. Newman consulted extensively with 
stakeholders in order to advise the provincial government on how best to advance the agritech industry in BC. She is 
currently working with government to implement the recommendations contained in the Task Force’s final report. This 
work included briefing Premier John Horgan on the report in January of 2020. In related work, the Agricultural Industrial 
project reported out to Abbotsford, Chilliwack, District of Kent, and Mission. Dr. Newman was also invited to present on 
agricultural technology to the board of the Bank of Canada, though this meeting has been postponed until 2021 due to 
the COVID-19 crisis.  
Dr. Newman also sits on the Cascadia Innovation Corridor Sustainable Agriculture Subcommittee, and on the advisory 
board of the BC Agricultural Climate Adaptation Research Network (ACARN). She also sits on the Abbotsford Chamber 
Agricultural Advisory Committee.  
Dr. Powell sat on the Board of Directors of the provincial organization Farm Folk City Folk and played an active role in 
their strategic planning process in Spring 2019. Dr. Powell also sat on several government committees which meet 
throughout the year, including Metro Vancouver Regional District Agricultural Advisory Committee, the Ministry of 
Agriculture New Entrants Advisory Committee, and the Ministry of Agriculture’s Agricultural Land Use Inventory 
Advisory Committee.  In association with her food literacy research area, Dr. Powell also worked with organizations that 
build capacity for food literacy education programs in K-12 schools. With her departure, FAI will need to consider with 
which of these organizations to stay connected.   
 
F. Funding Received 
 

• This year FAI was focussed on completing currently funded projects. One major grant was submitted to Genome 
Canada as lead of a seven-university partnership to study cellular agriculture, but it was unsuccessful.  

• The endowment returned $40,000 in interest income, and the Provost has pledged a further $100,000 in soft 
funding to FAI for 2020/2021.  

• Now that several major funded projects have been completed Dr. Newell and Dr. Newman will focus on new 
project development and funding. 

 
G. Research  
 
Farming 2.0- funded by Genome BC: This project is now complete. Our industry analysis of yeast-derived dairy indicated 
these products are now very close to commercialization. Our surveys found moderate support for these technologies, 
with younger people much more likely to try the new technologies. Non-vegans were more interested than vegans. The 
top reasons given were improved environmental outcomes, better animal ethics, and better health outcomes.  

Agricultural Industrial Lands- funded by industry and municipal government. Research and analysis for this project is 
now complete. We found that use of the ALR in the Lower Mainland is highly uneven and is heavily centred around dairy 
(grazing) and a few key export crops. There is ample scope for broadening the agritech industry in order to compensate 
for a critical industrial land shortage.  

Ethnocultural crop production – funded by the Real Estate Foundation, (summary provided by Dr. L. Powell). Work this 
year included trials of sweet potato and bitter melon, supplemented by literature review and focus groups. Knowledge 



   
mobilization occurred at UBC Farm, and a field day in Delta on July 20, 2019. In addition, Sean Hurley assisted with a 
potato tasting on Oct 5, 2019 at Wisbey Vegetables. 

From Rural Idyll to Food Sovereignty- funded by SSHRC, (Summary provided by M. Superle). The Primary Investigator (PI) 
has partially completed Phase 1 of the project, which was to develop and apply a content analysis taxonomy to examine 
how agricultural activities have been represented in the images and text of children’s picture books from a breadth of 
cultural traditions and time periods. The domestic, contemporary research is complete; however, the global coronavirus 
pandemic forced cancellation of the scheduled archival research of historical and international sources at the 
International Youth Library in Germany. Nevertheless, Dr. Superle has assessed 239 English-language picture books 
published since the 1960s and produced an annotated bibliography of the complete primary sources. Further, she has 
identified and recommended a dozen of these picture books as suitable for the Dig for Your Rights! program. The team 
will select the final half of a dozen for program use by the end of August 2020. The research team is on schedule to 
begin Phase 2 of the project—developing the Dig for Your Rights! program—in September 2020. 
 
H. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
(2020) Newman, L.  Book review of Feasting Wild: In Search of the Last Untamed Food. Science.  
(2020) Newman, L. The Promise and Peril of “Cultured Meat”, in R. Katz.-Rosine. & S. Martin (Eds.) Green Meat?: 
Sustaining Eaters Animals and the Planet, 169. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. 
(2020) Cooke, S. J.,et al. (2020). Diverse perspectives on interdisciplinarity from Members of the College of the Royal 
Society of Canada. FACETS, 5(1), 138-165. 
(2020) Dhillon, P, Newman, L and Ghupta, A. The Future of BC’s Food System: Findings and Recommendations from the 
BC Food Security Task Force.  
 (2020, May 28) Newman, L. As temperatures rise, Canada’s farmers face an uncertain future. National Observer. 
(2020, May 7) Fraser, E. & Newman, L. It’s time to pivot Canada’s food system into the 21st century. National Observer.  
(2019) Newman. L. Lost Feast: Culinary Extinction and the Future of Food. Toronto: ECW Press. [Silver medal winner, 
Ecology and Environment, 2019 Foreword INDIES. Winner, Canadian Science Writers Awards] 
(2019, December 4) Newman, L. A Future without Butter. The Walrus Online. 
(2019) Poland, B et al. The emergence of the transition movement in Canada: success and impact through the eyes of 
initiative leaders, Local Environment, 24(3). 
(2019) Powell, L. J. & Renwick, K. Food literacy education and Vaines’ conceptualization of ecology. International Journal 
of Home Economics, 12(2), 46-54. 

Selected Invited Presentations: 
(2020, March 3) The Future of Food: Lessons from British Columbia, William Angliss Institute, Melbourne. [Newman] 
(2020, Feb 27) The future of food. School of Health and Society, University of Wollongong. 
(2020, Jan 23) Farm in a bottle: Implications of the coming future of dairy. IRES Seminar, University of British Columbia. 
[Newman]  
(2019, Oct 10) Farmer 4.0 RBC Bank expert panel hosted by John Stackhouse. Abbotsford. [Powell]   
(2019, Nov 12) “Every Chef Needs a Farmer, Every Farmer Needs a Chef” Vancouver: Ministry of Agriculture. [Powell] 
(2019, August 30) Bioengineering, Telecoupling, and Alternative Meat and Dairy: Agricultural Land Use Futures in the 
Anthropocene. Royal Geographical Society, London, UK. [Newman, Powell]   
(2019, June 5) Dairy 3.0: Exploring Policy Implications of Cellular Agriculture. Canadian Association of Food Studies, 
Vancouver, BC. [Newman, Powell, Mendly-Zambo]  
(2019, June 27) “Feeding Frenzy: Investigating Spot Prawn Celebration and Obsession,” at ASFS/AFHVS Conference, 
Anchorage, US. [Powell]  
 
FAI in the Media: 
(June 13, 2020) Maryse Zeidler. BC food security report sparks debate on technology and agricultural land reserve. CBC. 
(May 6, 2020) Roshini Nair. B.C. farmers remain pragmatic after feds announce $252M aid Package. CBC. 
(April 30, 2020) Rachael D’Amore. Coronavirus may cause temporary meat shortages. But higher prices will last longer. 
Global News.   



   
(April 22, 2020) Kelvin Gawley and Liza Yuzda. Why COVID-19 could force Canadians to pay more for (and eat less) meat 
– permanently. City News Vancouver.  
(February 26, 2020) Matthew Halliday. Agriculture programs change with the times. University Affairs.  
(February 14, 2020) Rod Nickel and Kelsey Johnson. Wheat in Whitehorse: how climate change helps feed Canada's 
remote regions. Reuters. 
(2020, February 14) Hui, A. Milk’s Next Frontier. The Globe and Mail. 

 
I. Plans for the Coming Year 
 
The focus for the coming year for FAI will be to fund and begin new projects. Dr. Newman and Dr. Newell have begun 
exploring options to begin new work in the areas of agritech, cellular agriculture, and agricultural land use policy. We 
will develop our new emerging research project with Nutriva and Cubic Farms. We will also work to expand student 
involvement, continue work on Dr. Superle’s SSHRC project, and work to develop a new project with Dr. Mapili in the 
area of agricultural land use. There is a possibility of including an international component with an agricultural university 
in the Philippines. Given the success of the agricultural industrial project, the FAI team will also consider how to move to 
a next step in that work given the very high interest and good will from local government. The FAI team will also work 
with the university to consider options for experimental space to service the growing area of indoor agriculture. We will 
continue to develop our relationship with Guelph’s Arrell Institute in the area of agritech development.  



   

South Asian Studies Institute (SASI) 
Satwinder Bains, Director  September 2019 – May 2020 
https://www.ufv.ca/sasi/research/  

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Institute initiates, directs and implements the development, maintenance and enhancement of scholarship, 
research and engagement in collaboration with faculty, students and community. The Institute takes direction from 
UFV’s strategic goals to be a leader of social, cultural, economic and environmentally responsible development in the 
Fraser Valley.  
 
The Institute is a repository of the pioneering history of the Canadian South Asian Diaspora. We also undertake much 
needed contemporary research that benefits members of the community, government, organizations and agencies as 
well as the many facets of academia.  
 
The Institute is also a gateway for individuals, organizations and agencies in BC who seek to do business with India and 
who want to understand the relationships and opportunities between our two countries. This work is undertaken by the 
BC Regional Innovation Chair on Canada-India Partnership Development. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 
 
 The SASI is made up of a community advisory committee, the South Asian Community Advisory Committee (SACAC), 
where members are appointed by the President and Vice-Chancellor of UFV. The role of the SACAC is to provide general 
advice to the university on the ongoing activities of the South Asian Studies Institute, the Canada-India studies program, 
and the work of the BC Regional Innovation Chair in Canada-India Partnership Development. Current information about 
our advisory committee can be found by visiting the SACAC webpage. 
 
Faculty who teach in the Canada India Studies Program are appointed as Faculty Associates to the SASI by the Director. 
Their participation in joint research activities and in collaborative work supports the SASI research mandate.  
 
C. Partnerships 
 

• The Royal BC Museum 
• The Reach Gallery Museum Abbotsford 
• Khalsa Diwan Society 
• BC Historical Federation 
• Hockey Night Canada Punjabi Edition 
• Rogers Media  
• AAJ Magazine 
• Fraser Valley Indo Canadian Business Association 
• Cross Connect Media 
• Peace and Conflict Studies at UFV 
• Various Museums, Libraries, Archives and Galleries across BC 
• Panjab University, Chandigarh, Punjab 
• Punjabi University, Patiala, Punjab 
• Lantern Films 
• OMNI TV 

 
 

https://www.ufv.ca/sasi/research/
https://ufv.ca/sasi/governance/advisory-committee/


   
D. Students 
 
Landon Kaetler 
Position: Research Assistant 
Year: January 2020 
Landon is a student in the Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice program at UFV. He collated information from 
local news sources to look for bias in the reporting connected to the lower mainland gang conflict. Landon also created 
interactive maps and other internal resources based on his research. He would like to pursue a law degree or masters in 
Audiology. 
 
Raghav Modgil 
Position: Research Assistant (Work Study) 
Year: January 2020 - April 2020 
Raghav is a student in the Bachelor of Media Arts (BMA) program with a focus in Concept Art. He designed the 
2018/2019 SASI biennial report. Raghav's goal is to work in the entertainment industry as a concept artist, designer and 
illustrator. 
 
Kajal Shah 
Position: Research Assistant (Work Study) 
Year: January 2020 till April 2020. 
Kajal is pursuing her Graphic Design diploma at UFV. She designed a number of posters for SASI including the 'Haq and 
History' exhibit opening, and Ehsaas film festival. Kajal also assisted with data collection based on social media archival 
sites. After completing her studies, she hopes to study at Emily Carr University and eventually become a freelance 
graphic designer. 
 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
In 2019, the SASI received a Hari Sharma Foundation grant which allowed for the interviewing and data and archive 
collection of South Asian settlers across the Fraser Valley and Lower Mainland. Those videos, narrations, and some 
archival materials through the SASI Research Portal (www.southasiancanadianheritage.ca) were made public and 
available for viewing in April of 2020. This is a great resource for students, educators and community members. To view 
the collection, visit Hari Sharma Foundation – South Asian Settler Interviews.  
 
The SASI closed its exhibit ‘We Are Hockey’ at the Sikh Heritage Museum in February 2020 after a year long and 
successful run. The exhibit will have content added to it and will be travelling to the BC Sports Hall of Fame and the 
PAMA Art Gallery in Brampton.  
 
The SASI, in partnership with the Royal BC Museum and UFV’s School of Creative Arts, brought a co-curated exhibit ‘Haq 
and History’ to UFV’s S’eliyemetaxwtexw Gallery. This exhibit was based on the research collected from the Punjabi 
Canadian Legacy Project.  
 
The SASI hosted its third annual symposium, this time with a theme of ‘South Asia and Gender’ with the keynote address  
given by Dr. Nikky Guninder Kaur Singh. The SASI has now been approved to contribute papers in the South Asian 
Diaspora journal based on conference presenters. 
 
F. Funding  
 
 Hari Sharma Foundation 2019 $10,000.00 
 Shastri Indo Canadian Institute 2019 $300,000 INR 
 BC Museums Association – Family Day 2020 $1,000.00 
 BC Historical Federation 2020 $4,000.00 
 Crime Reduction Research Program 2020 $97,000.00 

https://www.southasiancanadianheritage.ca/hari-sharma/
https://blogs.ufv.ca/sasi/2020/04/06/we-are-hockey-family-day-closing/
https://blogs.ufv.ca/sasi/2020/02/26/haq-and-history-reception-at-ufvs-seliyemetaxwtexw-gallery/
https://blogs.ufv.ca/sasi/2020/02/26/haq-and-history-reception-at-ufvs-seliyemetaxwtexw-gallery/
https://blogs.ufv.ca/sasi/2019/12/12/sasi-symposium-and-commemoration-of-gurpurab-550/


   
 Province of BC Ministry of Multiculturalism 2020 -2 years $1,140,000.00 
 CIHR COVID-19 Research 2020 $236,000.00 
 
G. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
Stirling Bryan, Nitya Suryaprakash, Richard Sawatzky, Marilyn Mulldoon, Moira Le Mercier, David Moorthy, Rajiv Gandhi, 
Satwinder Bains, Linda Li, Mimi Doyle-Waters, Sean Brown, Laurie Goldsmith. (In press, 2020). A research agenda to 
improve patients’ experience of knee replacement surgery: a patient-oriented modified Delphi study of patients of 
South Asian origin in British Columbia. CMAJ Open 2020. http://cmajopen.ca/content/8/1/E226.full 
 
Dandurand, Y., McCormick, A and Bains, S. (August, 2019). Developing Strategies on Violence Prevention and Community 
Safety in Abbotsford, BC. South Asian Research Fellowship Report. Abbotsford, BC: South Asian Studies Institute at UFV.  
 
Bains, S. (Jan 2020). Exploring Gender and Sikh Traditions. Religions. Vol. 11 (1). https://doi.org/10.3390/rel11010034 
 
Bains, S. & Chung, T-I. (May, 2019). The Punjabi Canadian Legacy Project: possibilities and limitations of institutional 
heritagization from below. International Journal of Heritage Studies, Vol, 26, issue 3, p. 221-236. Routledge.  
DOI: 10.1080/13527258.2019.1620829 
 
Dhamoon, R., Bhandar, D., Mawani, R., & Bains. S. (2019). (Editors). Unmooring the Komagata Maru: Charting Colonial 
Trajectories. Vancouver: UBC Press. 
 
Bains, S. (2019). Resistance struggle: Facing lies, deception and racism. In Dhamoon, R., Bhandar, D., Mawani, R., & 
Bains. S. (Eds.), Unmooring the Komagata Maru: Charting Colonial Trajectories. Vancouver: UBC Press. 
 
Presentations 

• Tours SHM for the Reach Gallery Museum’s C3 group (2nd) 
• Launch of Museum of Surrey’s “Being Punjabi” exhibit on, advisory committee and produced content panel (3rd) 
• SHM tour of the History Department (15Th) 
• Eugene Reimer Middle School tour SHM (22nd) 
• Satwinder Bains and Sharanjit Kaur Sandhra, Guru Nanak’s Feminism: Then and Now, SASI symposium “South 

and Gender,” November 29th, 2019 
• Sharanjit Kaur Sandhra, UFV Scholarly Sharing Initiative Presentation, “Museums and Affect,” February 27, 2020 
• Sharanjit Kaur Sandhra, panelist, ‘Racism, Caste, and Ethnicity ‘Dr. Nicola Mooney’s Anth/Soc 470e, M-Sharanjit 

Kaur Sandhra, panelist ‘#Jatts and Dalits, Caste and South Asian youth,’ at Kwantlen Polytechnic University, 
March 11, 2020 

• Bains, S. Diversity and ethnic identity in Abbotsford. Learning Plus, March 2020 
 
H. Plans for the Coming Year 

 
The SASI is undertaking 2 years of work with the Provincial grant on the following” 
1. Social history of South Asian Canadians in BC 
2. Labour movement and South Asian Canadians in BC 
3. Curriculum development for Social Studies in BC 
4. Creating the South Asian Digital Archive 
5. Travelling exhibit on South Asian Canadian history (for the Province of BC) 

 
The SASI is contributing five chapters on South Asian Canadian history/biographies to a book on the history of 
Abbotsford and Innovation with a number of other local community authors. The book is slated to be launched in July, 
just in time for Canada Day celebrations (TBD).  

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fcmajopen.ca%2fcontent%2f8%2f1%2fE226.full&c=E,1,9Q7MkdkzVqN39i_1THOHBsGTBXJPs05aqPG6Nj9fk7o0VlDtOv-bEjZdA3r_lsRaNufARS0PUoI-Eb2LGMWObtp9c6tYqCxofd6pGCAf&typo=1
https://doi.org/10.3390/rel11010034
https://doi.org/10.1080/13527258.2019.1620829


   
The SASI has received interest for its ‘Haq and History’ exhibit (based on three-year Punjabi Canadian Legacy Project 
work with the Royal BC Museum) to travel to the Museum of Surrey and Surrey Libraries. We also hope other venues 
like gurdwaras across BC would want to showcase this unique exhibit on our rights in Canadian history. 
 
SASI Symposium articles selected for Special Edition in the South Asian Diaspora Journal 
Based on the SASI’s last symposium on “Gender and South Asia,” the South Asian Diaspora Journal has accepted seven 
papers from SASI for a special edition of the Journal in the Fall of 2020. Satwinder will be the guest editor of this Special 
Edition.  
 
The seven articles are listed below: 
 

Dr. Satwinder Kaur Bains & 
Sharanjit Kaur Sandhra 

The body politic in organized Sikhi: shaping, shifting and pushing 
the boundaries 

Dr. Nicola Mooney From Honour to Shame: Post-Coloniality, Migrant Modernity and 
Punjabi Masculinities 

Dr. Summer Pervez From affairs to second wives:  mean, masculinity and (love) 
marriage in contemporary Pakistan TV dramas 

Dr. Sharon Koehen Intersections of gender, ethnicity and age: exploring the invisibility 
of Punjabi women 

Dr. Prabhjot Parmar “I don’t have a choice” But, “I desire to live”: Politics of sexual 
desire in Deepa Mehta’s Fire 

Anita Lal The complex intersections of gender, caste and ethnicity in the 
Diaspora through an ‘imposter’s’ lens 

Dr. Kamal Arora Diving into the wreck: reflection on fieldwork and violence 
 
The SASI is currently planning for its next exhibit at the Sikh Heritage Museum titled Udaari 2.0 which will be mounted at 
the Sikh Heritage Museum in the fall of 2020 (Date TBD). 
 
SASI on Advisory for Upcoming Exhibit at the Reach Gallery Museum Abbotsford 
The SASI director and coordinator have been invited to sit on the advisory committee at The Reach Gallery as they 
develop a 2021 Year long exhibit on being South Asian in the Valley. 
 
We have nominated the SASI exhibit and education work at the National Historic Site Gur Sikh Temple to the National 
Trust for Canada’s Cornerstone Awards for Resilient Places.  



   

Community Health and Social Innovation Hub (CHASI) 
Martha Dow, Director  April 2020 – current 
https://www.ufv.ca/health-and-social-innovation/    

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Community Health and Social Innovation (CHASI) Hub positions UFV and the communities it serves as leaders in 
recognizing the integral nature of practitioner, academic, government, and community relationships in developing 
innovative approaches to current and emerging public issues shaping individual and community experiences of health 
and wellness. The Hub provides a physical and virtual space for researchers, municipal, provincial, and federal 
government partners, and community and corporate collaborators to engage in a manner that sparks and fuels out of 
the box thinking from inception to implementation. CHASI encourages multi-sectoral engagement with a wide range of 
health and social issues through research, program evaluation, policy analysis, training, and educational opportunities. 
The Hub initiates these activities and support community partners in the identification and exploration of issues and the 
development and implementation of innovative approaches to health and social issues. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 
 

1) Faculty Associate appointments will be sent to the Research Office for processing. There is already an extensive 
and interdisciplinary list of faculty requesting appointments to the Hub. 

 
2) The internal Management Committee will have its first meeting in September 2020 and will have the following 

membership structure: 
 
• Garry Fehr 
• Jacqueline Nolte 
• Dean of Science or Health Sciences - TBD 
• Jerri-Lynn Cameron 
• Martha Dow 
• Three Faculty Associates - TBD 

 
An External Advisory Committee will have its first meeting in August 2020. The committee’s focus is providing strategic 
planning advice to the Hub. The External Advisory Committee membership will include representation from all funding 
partners, First Nation Health Authority, Divisions of Family Practice, Fraser Health Authority, and additional community 
stakeholders. Representation will be multi-sectoral, and be drawn from non-profit, corporate, and government entities. 
 
C. Partnerships 
 

MOUs have been signed with our founding partners:  

• Abbotsford Division of Family Practice 
• First Nation Health Authority 
• Fraser Health Authority 

 
D. Students  
 
Multiple student research assistants will be hired starting in April 2020. 
 

https://www.ufv.ca/health-and-social-innovation/


   
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
The relevance of the Community Health and Social Innovation (CHASI) Hub is evidenced most succinctly by the 
statement made when three communities across three different non-profit organizations pooled 100% of their annual 
innovation funds to resource a grant ($300,000) given to CHASI. Additionally, Fraser Health Authority and the First 
Nation Health Authority joined the Divisions in the development of CHASI because of a clearly articulated need for them 
to be able to partner on and/or support community-responsive research and knowledge mobilization activities in the 
university. 
 
F. Funding 
 
CHASI received a $300,000 grant from the Divisions of Family Practice (Abbotsford, Chilliwack, Mission) to support the 
establishment of the Hub.  
 
G. Research  
 
Research activities were initiated in spring 2020 and reports will be following in 2021. 
 
 
H. Plans for the Coming Year 
 
We will continue to develop our community partnerships (non-profit, profit, government), focus on securing 
sustainability funding, continue to seek project funding to support the work of UFV and community researchers, and 
continue our work to establish UFV as the exemplar for regional universities as we conduct research, mobilize 
knowledge, and embrace our leadership role in these unsettling and important times.     



   

Centre for Education and Research on Aging (CERA) 
Shelley Canning, Coordinator  September 2019 – May 2020 
https://www.ufv.ca/research/aging.htm    

 
A. Purpose 
 
The mission of the Centre for Education and Research on Aging (CERA) is to promote collaboration within UFV and the 
Fraser Valley community around issues of the aging process. CERA’s goals include providing multidisciplinary educational 
opportunities in aging studies for both UFV students and the Fraser Valley community. CERA members seek to foster 
relationships and facilitate ongoing exchange of information on the aging process between UFV and Fraser Valley 
communities. Finally, CERA members are actively engaged in collaborative and multidisciplinary studies related to aging 
research. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 
 
Coordinator:  
Shelley Canning – Nursing 
 
Members:  
Darren Blakeborough – Media and Communication Studies 
Shelley Canning – Nursing 
Michael Corman – Sociology 
Andrea Hughes – Psychology 
Lesley Jessiman – Psychology 
Jennifer MacDonald – Manager of Records and Information Management 
Gabriel Murray – Computer Information Systems  
Katherine Watson – Sociology 
 
Research Associate: 
Ajmal Zemmar 
 
C. Partnerships 
 

• Elder College 
• Imagine Dance – Intergenerational dance company (Lee Kwidzinski, Artistic Director) 
• UBC CRPD – Centre for Research on Personhood in Dementia 
• Chilliwack Healthy Community (includes 46 partner agencies in Chilliwack) 
• Housing First Task Team and the Seniors Task Team, (Darren Blakeborough is the UFV representative) 
• Fraser Health – Abbotsford Age-Friendly Working Group 
• Neighbourhood Health Partners Society 

 
D. Students  
 
Darren Blakeborough - Elders & New Media Project  
Student Research Assistants: Ally Schurman, Samantha Senff and Clair Sayce 
 
Lesley Jessiman and Shelley Canning - Ageism and Elderspeak Studies 
Student Research Assistant: Besart Hysiniu  
 

https://www.ufv.ca/research/aging.htm


   
Lesley Jessiman - Elder Abuse Study 
Student Research Assistant: Chelsey Perry-Ens 
 
Shelley Canning and Darren Blakeborough - Children’s Experiences of an Intergenerational Dance Programme: A Follow 
Up Study 
Student Research Assistant:  Nicole Cusick  
 
Lesley Jessiman -  Social Isolation, Resilience, Ageing Perceptions & Loneliness Study 
Student Research Assistant: Caroline Duncan  
 
Andrea Hughes & Lesley Jessiman – Social Isolation & Loneliness in Young & Older Adults, in the face of COVID-19 
Study 
Student Research Assistants: Besart Hysiniu, Sarah Singh, Paige McDougall and Harnoor Grewal 
 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
The activities of CERA focus on supporting education and engaging in research related to ageing issues. 
 
F. Funding 
 
CERA research has been funded by: 

• SSHRC Aid for Small Universities Grant 
• Faculty of Health Sciences Research Seed Grant 
• Work Study Grants 
• UFV Research Supplementary Fund 

 
G. Research  
 
All CERA members are actively engaged in multidisciplinary research projects that involve community partnerships and 
provide opportunities for students to learn about the research process through their participation as research assistants, 
work study, and directed study students. 
 
CERA members are engaged in the following research projects: 
 
Elders and New Media Study (Darren Blakeborough): this study explores how older adults adjust to the increasingly 
important roles of media and technology. Interviews have been conducted with older adults exploring their adoption 
and integration of new technologies. 
 
Elder Abuse Study (Lesley Jessiman & Shelley Canning): explores perceptions and identifications of elder abuse. The 
initial study found participants could readily identify incidents of elder abuse but were less likely to identify incidents of 
emotional/psychological abuse and neglect. The second phase of the study is looking at the factors that influence 
misidentification of abuse, namely the relationship between the perpetrator and the victim of abuse and the age of the 
observer/participant. We collected more data for this study to increase power and so an additional 40 participants were 
recruited and tested.  
 
Ageism Study (Lesley Jessiman & Shelley Canning): this is a two-part study exploring age discrimination and elderspeak. 
The age discrimination study is looking at how degree programme e.g. nursing, psychology, biology and so forth 
influences ageist perceptions and attitudes. The elderspeak study is looking at how individuals, (when talking to older 
versus younger persons) make over accommodations in their speech. The elderspeak and ageism study has been part of 
an honours study and has since been taken on by a directed studies student who is now doing an in-depth analysis of 
the linguistic markers in the elderspeak scripts. More data was collected and added to the data set for analysis.  
 



   
Engagement in Advanced Dementia (Shelley Canning): explores the experience of engagement for older adults with 
advanced dementia living in long-term care homes. This is a doctoral dissertation research project.  
 
Follow up to Intergenerational Dance Project (Shelley Canning & Darren Blakeborough): exploring attitudes regarding 
age and ageing for the participants of earlier intergenerational dance project. This follow up examines how the 
children’s perceptions have changed over time after the original study.  
 
Typical Ageing & The Comprehension of Emotion (Lesley Jessiman): examines the effect of typical ageing on executive 
function of working memory and how these executive function deficits might subsequently affect older adult’s ability to 
identify the correct emotion conveyed in the voice and to be able to identify social faux pas. This study was part of an 
honours thesis and a directed study. The data was recently re-scored to remove confounds and errors and improve 
reliability.  
 
Social Isolation, Loneliness, Resilience & Cognitive Function (Lesley Jessiman): examines the factors that contribute to 
loneliness and social isolation in older adulthood. We also look at the role self-ageism plays in loneliness as well as the 
effects of social isolation and perceived loneliness have on cognitive functions. 
  
Social Isolation & Loneliness in Young & Older Adults, in the face of COVID-19 (Andrea Hughes & Lesley Jessiman): 
examines how older and younger adults are being impacted by the current COVID-19 situation, in particular how they 
are coping with social isolation and the impact the pandemic is having on perceived loneliness and mental health. We 
are also looking at the factors that predict loneliness such as empathy, self-ageism, gender and so forth. We are also 
looking at the impact loneliness might be having on younger and older adults’ health protective behaviours.  
 
Becoming a medic: Exploring the social organization of health professions education in Emergency Medical Services 
(Michael Corman, PI). 
 
H. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
Presentations: 
Duncan, C., & Jessiman, L. J. (2020). Social Isolation, Loneliness, Resilience & Cognitive Function: British Society of 
Gerontology Conference, Bristol, UK, July (fully online conference) 
 
Corman, M. K. (2019). Lecture/Seminar. “Bridging (and explicating) Bifurcations in the Health and Social Care Arena.” 
Sponsored by The School of Social Sciences, Education, and Social Work and The Graduate School, Queen’s University of 
Belfast. (Invited Presenter) 
 
Publications: 
Grannie, K., Corman, M., & Gormley, G. (2019). Podcast: “Institutional Ethnography in Medical Education.” Innovations 
in Global Health Professions Education. Available at: http://www.innohealthed.com/video-audio/audio/2020/   
 
Corman, M. (accepted by editors). Using Composites to Craft Institutional Ethnographic Accounts. In Handbook of 
Institutional Ethnography, edited by P. Luken & Suzanne Vaughan. Palgrave.  
 
Blakeborough, D., & Canning, S. (2019) Intergenerational Dance in Long-term Care: An Opportunity for Social Citizenship 
for Older Adults Living with Dementia. BC Studies, no. 202 Summer, (Practice Exemplar). 
 
Canning, S. E., & Blakeborough, D. (2019) Intergenerational Dance in Long-term Care: An Opportunity for Social 
Citizenship for Older Adults Living with Dementia. BC Studies, no. 202 Summer, 167-179.  
 
 
 

http://www.innohealthed.com/video-audio/audio/2020/


   
I. Plans for the Coming Year 
 

• Continue with on-going research and scholarship projects 
• Continue building partnerships with Elder College for both teaching and research collaborations 
• Several CERA members have submitted funding proposals for new research projects



   

Centre for Global Development (CGD) 
Edward Akuffo, Coordinator  September 2019 – May 2020 
https://www.ufv.ca/gdi/     

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Centre for Global Development’s (CGD) vision is to work collaboratively and extend the practice of community 
development beyond the Fraser Valley region into the global context. To this end, the CGD promotes and encourages 
research and programs on sustainable human and community development in order to facilitate positive change. 
 
In concert with Canada’s development priorities, the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and international 
human rights standards, the Centre focuses on these key areas:  
 

1. Good governance, peace, justice and strong institutions 
2. Children and development 
3. Environmental sustainability 
4. Education and Training  
5. Food Security 

 
B. Membership and Governance 

 
The Centre for Global Development is managed by the coordinator and the management committee comprised of one 
associate of the CGD and an external member which provides oversight to ensure transparency and accountability. The 
coordinator is appointed by the AVP Research, Engagement and Graduate Studies. The management committee 
provides advice and guidance on the CGD’s activities, programs, strategic planning and plans for seeking funding for 
research activities. Associates of the CGD are UFV faculty and staff who are committed to teaching and research in the 
area of development in both the local and global contexts. 
 
Coordinator: Edward Akuffo  
 
Associates: Cherie Enns, Satwinder Bains, Hayli Millar, Stephen Piper, Catherine Smith, Darrell Fox, Stefania Pizzirani, 
Jessica Price 
 
Management Committee: Edward Akuffo, Stephen Piper, Steven Schroeder  
 
C. Partnerships 

 
1. South Asian Studies Institute (UFV SASI) 
2. Centre for Rural Research and Industrial Development (India) 
3. Panjab University (India) 
4. Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (Ottawa) 
5. Centre for Criminal Law and Criminology 
6. The World Scout Bureau – African Regional Office (Kenya) 
7. Institute of Human Settlements at Ardhi University (Tanzania) 
8. Developing Indigenous Resources (India) 
9. Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute (Delhi-Calgary) 
10. Radford University College (Ghana) 
11. Masinde Muliro University of Science and Technology (Kenya) 
12. Sri Lanka Centre for Development Facilitation (Sri Lanka) 
13. University of Ruhuna (Sri Lanka) 

https://www.ufv.ca/gdi/


   
14. UFV International Development Student Club 
15. Shanghai University of Finance and Economics (China) 
16. East Asian Institute (Singapore) 
17. Aga Khan University – East Africa Institute (Nairobi) 
18. UN Habitat (Nairobi) 
19. UNOPS (Nairobi) 
20. University of Nairobi  

 
D. Students 
 
Under the Fraser Valley East African Internship Program which is funded by the Canadian Queen Elizabeth II Diamond 
Jubilee Scholarships, one student was sent to Nairobi, Kenya for the fall semester, 2019. In addition, four students 
participated in internships throughout the winter semester. Two students went to Dares Salaam, Tanzania and two went 
to Chandigarh, India: https://ufveastafricainternships.com/. The program is managed by associate, Cherie Enns.  
 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
CGD organized a visual Politalk Roundtable panel discussion on the Covid-19 Pandemic on June 17, 2020. The panelist 
discussed and answered questions on health equity, race and ethnicity, governance, food security, city policy, and 
international security. The speakers were Linda Dempster, VP Patient Experience, Fraser Health;  Dzifa Dordunoo, 
University of Victoria; Chief David Jimmie, Squiala First Nation; Jessica Price, Political Science; Cherie Enns, School of 
Land Use and Environmental Change; Hayli Millar, Criminology and Criminal Justice; Catherine Smith, Nursing; Edward 
Akuffo, Political Science; UFV President and Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Joanne MacLean (opening remarks); and Satwinder 
Bains (moderator). The university community and the larger public participated in this event. CGD is very grateful for the 
support it received from the UFV Research Office and the Office of the Dean of College of Arts.   
 
An Urban Planning Studio in the Makadara Sub-County was held in Nairobi, Kenya in partnership with the University of 
Nairobi and University of the Fraser Valley Urban Planning Studio team through the Global Community Lab as a 
demonstration of Tactical Urbanism: https://globalcommunitylab.ca/blog-feed/. 
  
An event held at UFV explored the ethics of engaging in internships featuring a distinguished and diverse group of 
panelist from across the globe in fall of 2019. 
 
An event regarding conflict, refugees and children was also organized, but unfortunately had to be postponed due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic. 
  
F. Funding  
 
The Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute funded the “Children and the City” project. The institute is a non-profit organization 
with a mission to improve the quality of life of the people of Canada and India by building and strengthening intellectual 
and cultural linkages through research, dialogue and exchange between the two countries. 
 
G. Research  
 
Edward Akuffo’s sabbatical research, Beyond Peacekeeping Operations: A Study of Canada’s Support for Security 
Governance in West Africa has been disrupted by the Covid-19 Global Pandemic.  
 
 
 

https://webmail.ufv.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=ayi_b7zyhS5WLZ8G5MO3P1aC7A6TLQnQL1AIRHBkQ9Vj6qooPB3YCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fufveastafricainternships.com%2f
https://webmail.ufv.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=0sc1jMueeSK5Kpix8cqjJ8Zd_Z4tke0e-AljIiM9cg7WJc_APh3YCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fglobalcommunitylab.ca%2fblog-feed%2f


   
H. Plans for the coming year 

 
The Associates of the center will be strongly encouraged to generate several research proposals and expand the scope 
of the center’s activities. Potential external funding agencies include Global Affairs Canada, SSHRC, IDRC and other local 
sources.  
 
The activities that have been planned include but not limited to the following:  

• Edward Akuffo will apply for SSHRC Insight Grant in October 2020 
• Cherie Enns is the UFV lead-related to the Warterloo/Laurier Mifood Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council (SSCHRC) submission 
• A Politalk Roundtable Series is being planned for fall 2020. The discussions will focus on the Covid-19 Pandemic 

and will have a global reach and draw on the expertise of international speakers  
• We plan to embark on membership drive. This year new members Stefania Pizzirani, Jessica Price, and Darrell 

Fox joined CGD 
 



   

Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research (CCJR) 
Irwin Cohen, Coordinator  September 2019 – May 2020 
https://cjr.ufv.ca/   

 
A. Purpose 
 
The purpose of the Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research is to provide research and consulting expertise 
to criminal justice agencies, governments, public safety agencies, municipalities, and community organizations on issues 
related to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of public safety operations, programs, partnerships, and initiatives 
in crime reduction. More broadly, the mission of the Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research is to:  

• Assist government agencies related to public safety to evaluate crime reduction programs, policies, strategies 
• Propose evidence-based initiatives to the criminal justice system and agencies of public safety to reduce crime 
• Provide a full range of analytic solutions to allow public safety agencies and the criminal justice system to be 

information and intelligence led 
• Evaluate emerging hardware and software solutions and to make recommendations on their adoption by public 

safety agencies  
• Develop solutions to share with police and other public safety agencies to increase their efficiencies and 

effectiveness in preventing, responding, and reducing crime  
• Provide learning opportunities for students, including applied and research skills 
• Train students and researchers in the latest crime and intelligence analysis software  

 
The Centre for Criminal Justice Research is firmly established as the place for independent data analysis, program and 
policy evaluations, and criminal justice/public safety technology assessments. 
  
B. Membership and Governance 
 
Dr. Irwin Cohen, coordinator is responsible for the functioning of the Centre and maintaining the Centre’s website. The 
Centre has an advisory board composed of Dr. Irwin Cohen, Dr. Zina Lee, Dr. Amanda McCormick, and Erin Osterberg. 
The advisory board did not meet over the past year.  
 
C. Partnerships 
 

• Federal RCMP  
• ‘E’ Division RCMP  
• BC Government Police Service  
• Office of Crime Reduction and Gang Outreach  
• British Columbian municipal police departments in Vancouver, Delta, Abbotsford, and West Vancouver  
• British Columbia’s Provincial integrated units, specifically the Integrated Homicide Investigation Team (IHIT) and 

the Integrated Municipal Provincial Auto Crime Team (IMPACT), the Real-Time Intelligence Centre (RTIC-BC), the 
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit BC (CFSEU), and Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams 
(INSET)  

• British Columbia Lottery Commission  
 

D. Students 
 
The Centre has had one MA and two PhD student from SFU working on projects. The work has involved writing literature 
reviews and conducting in person interviews all over the province.  
There are currently trained eight student research assistants to conduct interviews as part of our VSE project. Of these 
students, two were graduate students from UFV.  

https://cjr.ufv.ca/


   
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
The activities of the Centre have had a number of aspects that are relevant to the community. The Centre’s website is a 
source of current police, fire, and public safety research that can be accessed by anyone. Many publications have been 
posted on the Centre’s website this year. In addition, the website houses a public safety search portal that provides 
access to thousands of reports, articles, books, legislation, and other data from Canada and around the world. As a result 
of the website, all of the research conducted by the Centre is made available to anyone. All of the research projects 
conducted by and through the Centre have community partners and receive a copy of all final reports. 
 
F. Funding 
 

• Policing Interactions with Persons with Mental Illness in RCMP Jurisdictions in BC, External Funding in the 
amount of $90,625.00 

• Developing an Effective and Efficient Police Response to Lower Priority Calls for Service, External Funding in the 
amount of $76,562.00 

• Assessing the Effectiveness and Efficiency of School Liaison Officers in BC, External Funding in the amount of 
$58,500.00 

• Police Investigations of Intimate Partner Violence Strangulation Files in RCMP Detachments in BC, External 
Funding in the amount of $60,937.50  

 
G. Research 
 
See list below.  
 
H. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
Peer Reviewed Manuscripts: 
Cohen, I.M. (2020). “Interview with Chief Constable Adam Palmer.” Trends in Policing: Interviews with Police Leaders 
Across the Globe. Edited by Dilip Das and Bruce Baker. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group. 
 
Cohen, I.M., McCormick, A.V., & Rich, B. (2019). “Creating a Culture of Police-Based Wellness.” Policing: A Journal of 
Policy and Practice. Vol. 13 (2): 213 – 229.  
 
Research Reports: 
Cohen, I.M. and Burk, K. (2020). A Proof of Value Evaluation of IBM’s Watson Explorer Software with the CFSEU-BC. 
Report for the Office of Crime Reduction and Gang Outreach. Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research. 
 
Cohen, I.M. and Burk, K. (2020). Street Checks in RCMP Jurisdictions in British Columbia: Phase I. Report for the Office of 
Crime Reduction and Gang Outreach. Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research. 
 
Cohen, I.M. and McCormick, A.V. (2019). Public Safety Survey Report for the Niagara Regional Police Service. Report for 
the Niagara Regional Police Service. Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research. 
 
Cohen, I.M., McCormick, A.V., & Osterberg, E. (2019). A Review of CFSEU-BC’s End Gang Life Program. Report for the 
Office of Crime Reduction and Gang Outreach. Centre for Public Safety and Criminal Justice Research. 
 
Presentations:  
Cohen, I.M. (February 2020). Police-based prolific offender management strategies. Annual meeting of the Western 
Society of Criminology, Phoenix, Arizona. 
 



   
Haarhoff, T. (February 2020). Criminal profiles of prolific offenders. Annual meeting of the Western Society of 
Criminology, Phoenix, Arizona. 
 
Haarhoff, T., McCormick, A.V., & Ashton, S. (February 2020). Police responses to strangulation in intimate partner 
violence files. Annual meeting of the Western Society of Criminology, Phoenix, Arizona. 
 
McCormick, A.V. (February 2020). Police practitioner views on prolific offender management. Annual meeting of the 
Western Society of Criminology, Phoenix, Arizona. 
 
McCormick, A.V. & Cohen, I.M. (November 2019). A mixed-methods analysis of civil protective orders in intimate partner 
violence. Annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology, San Francisco, California. 
 
Osterberg, E. (February 2020). Profiles of prolific versus social chronic offenders. Annual meeting of the Western Society 
of Criminology, Phoenix, Arizona. 
 
Cohen, I.M. (October 2019) “Terrorism and Radicalization.” Presented at Elder College 2019, University of the Fraser 
Valley, Chilliwack, BC. 
 
*Two additional papers were accepted for presentation at conferences cancelled due to COVID-19: 
 
McCormick, A.V., Cohen, I.M., & Davies, G. (June 2020). Exploring the self-exclusion journey: early program experiences 
amongst a sample of self-excluded gamblers in British Columbia, Canada. Accepted for presentation at the International 
Gambling Conference, Auckland, New Zealand. Conference postponed to 2021. 
 
McCormick, A.V, Davies, G., & Cohen, I. (March 2020). Stalking and harassment recidivism in a Canadian sample of 
police-reported intimate partner violence files. Accepted for presentation at the annual meeting of the Academy of 
Criminal Justice Sciences, San Antonio, Texas. Conference cancelled due to COVID-19. 
 
I. Plans for the Coming Year 
 
As in previous years, the Centre will engage in a number of research projects over the next year. At this point, the centre 
will be focused on working on the BCLC Project and the Office of Crime Reduction and Gang Engagement projects, 
publish reports and academic articles based on this research, and present the findings at national and international 
conference. 



   

Esposito Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ECIE) - New 
Jon Thomas, Director  current   
  

A. Purpose 
 
 The Esposito Family Centre for Innovation & Entrepreneurship (EFCIE) has been established as a research centre at 
the University of the Fraser Valley. The Esposito family’s generous endowment which led to the establishment of 
this research centre is gratefully acknowledged.  
This research centre is engaged in research, course development, and community outreach through events and 
projects exploring the interactions between technology, innovation, and society. The activities of this research 
centre are guided by the understanding that innovative technologies impact society and society also shapes 
technological progress. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 

 
• Jon Thomas – ECIE, Director 

 
An internal management committee will be established and it is proposed to include: 

• Director, ECIE 
• AVP, Research, Engagement and Graduate Studies 
• Dean, Faculty of Professional Studies 
• Director, Research Services and Industry Engagement 
• Director, SASI 
• Up to five UFV faculty from across disciplines 

 
C. Partnerships 

 
The following is a list of organizations and local governments which have expressed interest in working with the Director 
of ECIE at the University of the Fraser Valley: 

• Innovate BC 
• Abbotsford Chamber of Commerce 
• Chilliwack Chamber of Commerce 
• Surrey Board of Trade 
• BC International Business Network 
• Fraser Valley Indo-Canadian Business Association  
• Bioenterprise Canada 
• BC Tech Association  
• DigiBC 
• Abbotsford Airport 
• BC Ministry of Health 
• BC Ministry of Jobs, Trade and Technology 
• City of Abbotsford 
• City of Chilliwack 
• City of Mission  
• City of Surrey 
• City of Vancouver 
• Mitacs  



   
D. Students 
 
 Innovation and Entrepreneurship projects through BUS492: Directed Studies in Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship: 

• Maegan McKay (2019): Canadian University Intellectual Property Policies  
• Himani Thapa (2019): Student Entrepreneurship supports in Canadian Universities  
• Rakshita Guleria (2019): Automation in the berry industry in Canada  
• Vardan Bhatia (2019): A case-study of the Abbotsford Aerospace cluster  
• Simarpreet (2019): Indigenous entrepreneurship in Canada  
• Gurkaran Sahota (2019): Social entrepreneurship in Canada  
• Amit Bansal (2019): Market Entry into the Indian Market  
• Mehrab Nagpal (2019): Literature Review on Family-owned businesses in Canada and India  
• Karenveer Toor (2020): Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship  
• Jasleen Sandhu (2020): Amazon Inc. – Core competencies and their integration  
• Kashish Ahuja (2020): Responding to disruption: The failure of Blockbuster  

 
Student research assistant, Jordan Evans, presented his research (co-authored with Jon Thomas) at an international 
conference in Ottawa (ISPIM April 2019). He was the only undergraduate student presenter with the other presenters 
being professors and graduate students from across Europe and North America.  
 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 

• Research partnerships will be developed with leading regional, national and international institutions.  
• Interdisciplinary research projects will be undertaken with students from all areas of UFV.  
• Guest speakers will be invited to develop and sustain an environment supportive of innovation.  
• Innovation and entrepreneurship workshops and seminars will be developed to support existing and potential 

entrepreneurs in the Fraser Valley. 
• A course on Technology Entrepreneurship will be developed with a focus on non-business students. This will 

provide essential training for budding entrepreneurs at UFV. 
• An I&E Certificate with multiple interdisciplinary courses will be developed for the benefit of UFV students and 

community members who wish to develop their innovative ideas and products for the market. 
  
F. Funding  
 
The Esposito family’s generous endowment has led to the establishment of this research centre.  
 
G. Research  
 
Current Innovation and Entrepreneurship (I&E) Projects: 
 
a. Innovation in the Fraser Valley  
This project has resulted in the collection of several decades of patent data on inventors from the Fraser Valley. 
Jordan Evans, student research assistant working on this project, has presented the initial results of this research at 
an international conference in Ottawa, 2019. Additional work is ongoing.  
 
b. Examining Smart Cities – The Case of Abbotsford  
A student research assistant is examining how cities can implement innovative technologies to improve the quality 
of life of their residents.  



   
Some events and community engagement opportunities are currently on hold due to COVID-19. It is anticipated 
that as COVID-19 concerns resolve, more in-person activities can be organized. 
 
H. Publications, Presentations, and Reports 

 
(Peer-reviewed academic journal publications):  
 
Thomas, V. J., Bliemel, M., Shippam, C., & Maine, E. (2020). Endowing University Spin-offs Pre-formation: 
Entrepreneurial Capabilities for Scientist-entrepreneurs. Technovation (forthcoming).  
 
Thomas, V. J., & Maine, E. (2019). Market entry strategies for electric vehicle start-ups in the automotive industry – 
Lessons from Tesla Motors. Journal of Cleaner Production, 235, 653–663.  
 
Thomas, V. J., & Maine, E. (2019). Impact of Regional Systems of Innovation on the Formation of University Spin-offs by 
Biomedical Star Scientists. International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Small Business, 37(2), 271–287.  
The Journal of Cleaner Production and Technovation are “A” ranked technology and innovation journals published by 
Elsevier.  
 
(Peer-reviewed international academic conference presentations): 
  
Thomas, V. J., Bliemel, M., Shippam, C., & Maine, E. (2019, September). Endowing University Spin-offs Pre-formation: 
Entrepreneurial Capabilities for Scientist-entrepreneurs. Paper presented at the Technology Transfer Society Annual 
Conference, Toronto, ON.  
 
Jon Thomas, BC Regional Innovation Chair, UFV, led an international, interdisciplinary team of researchers from Simon 
Fraser University and the University of Technology Sydney on a project to investigate how breakthrough scientific 
inventions from universities can be translated into products and services with significant social impacts through the 
formation of university spin-offs. Studying the 40-year career of a star scientist entrepreneur who has co-founded over 
30 university spin-offs, this team identified four key pre-formation entrepreneurial capabilities that can be developed by 
scientist entrepreneurs at universities and research institutions across the world.  
Earlier versions of this research have been presented at IIT Delhi and IIT Kharagpur. It was most recently presented at 
the University of Toronto in Fall 2019, and was accepted for presentation at MIT in June 2020 (prior to the restrictions 
due to COVID-19). This study has now been published in Technovation (an “A” ranked innovation management journal 
published by Elsevier) in May 2020. An earlier paper from this overall project had focused on raising financing for 
science-based university spin-offs and was published in Nature Nanotechnology in 2017, page 3 of 5.  
 



   
 
Invited Presentations, Facilitation, & Guest Lectures:  

Organization Title Dates 
UFV Agriculture [Online]  Guest Lecture for agriculture students on “Entrepreneurship” 

(Presentation prepared & shared)  
Mar. 2020  

UFV Agriculture, Chilliwack, BC  Invited Guest – Student Business Plan presentations  Nov. 2019  
UFV Faculty of Science, 
University of the Fraser Valley, 
Abbotsford, BC  

Presentation on Science-based University Spin-off Emergence.  Nov. 2019  

Research Advisory Council, 
University of the Fraser Valley, 
Abbotsford, BC  

Participated and delivered a presentation at a Panel discussion on 
Basic and Applied Research (along with Olav Lian).  

Oct. 2019  

University of the Fraser Valley, 
Abbotsford, BC  

Member of the Panel “Bringing Fraser Valley to the World” for 
graduate students from Lucerne, Switzerland. In recognition of the 
quality of the session, I am now featured on the website of the 
Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts. 
https://www.hslu.ch/en/lucerne-school-of-business/continuing-
education/cas/ibr/cas-international-leadership/dozierende/  

Oct. 2019  

University of the Fraser Valley, 
Abbotsford, BC  

Co-facilitator for the lecture on “Innovation and Entrepreneurship” 
by Paul Esposito  

May 2019  

Grounded Food Symposium 
organized by the Valley Food 
and Farm Collective at the 
University of the Fraser Valley, 
Abbotsford, BC  

Innovation and technology in the food sector  April 2019  

Rajiv Gandhi School of 
Intellectual Property Law, IIT 
Kharagpur, India  

University Entrepreneurship – Perspectives on Start-ups and VCs  Feb. 2019  

UFV Research Advisory 
Council, University of the 
Fraser Valley, Abbotsford, BC  

Perspectives on technology transfer  
Specific emphasis on the relationship of universities with industry  

Jan. 2019  

Department of Chemistry, 
University of the Fraser Valley, 
Abbotsford, BC  

Matching Technologies to Markets – The Case of a Scientist-
entrepreneur  

Jan. 2019  

Friesen House, University of 
the Fraser Valley, Abbotsford, 
BC  

Building an Innovation Ecosystem  
Highlighted recent advances in technological innovation across 
multiple industries; compared Canada’s innovation trajectory with 
that of select nations; and focused on the central role that 
universities play in the development of an innovation ecosystem  

Jan. 2019  

Public Lecture, University of 
the Fraser Valley, Abbotsford, 
BC  

Building an Innovation Ecosystem  
Highlighted recent advances in technological innovation across 
multiple industries; compared Canada’s innovation trajectory with 
that of select nations; and focused on the central role that 
universities play in the development of an innovation ecosystem  

Nov. 2018  

UFV School of Business and 
University of Applied Sciences 
and Arts Lucerne Partnership, 
Vancouver, BC  

Canada India Business Trends  Oct. 2018  

Rajiv Gandhi School of 
Intellectual Property Law, IIT 
Kharagpur, India  

Matching Technologies to Markets – The Case of a Scientist-
entrepreneur  

Aug. 2018  



   
Department of Management 
Studies, IIT Delhi, India  

Endowing university spin-offs pre-formation: Entrepreneurial 
capabilities for scientist-entrepreneurs  

Aug. 2018  

Minister Bruce Ralston – MLA 
for Surrey-Whalley, BC  

Innovation in the Fraser Valley  
Shared the preliminary results of his research with undergraduate 
research assistant, Jordan Evans.  

Jul. 2018  

 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship (I&E) Course Development:  
 
A. Committee Member, Program Working Group for the Applied Management Concentration, Bachelor of Integrated 
Studies. (AMC) 
This PWG, chaired by Mark Breedveld (School of Business), is developing the applied management concentration 
specifically for people in the Fraser Valley who have significant work-related training courses and on-the-job supervisory 
experience to facilitate their earning a university credential, while they continue to work.   
 
Jon Thomas, in consultation with other members of the working group, developed the revised program outcomes, 
provided detailed feedback on the proposal and has participated in discussions at the School of Business Curriculum 
Committee as this proposal has moved forward.  
Jon Thomas has developed the OCO for MGMT350: Creativity and Innovation targeted at learners with significant work 
experience. This course will be offered to students in a hybrid format.  
 
B. Committee Member, Program Working Group for the Graduate Certificate in Technology, Innovation, and Society. 
(GCTIS)  
This PWG, chaired by Carl Janzen (Interim Head, School of Business), has been conceptualized to bring together students 
from business and CIS to develop innovative new technologies for social impact.  
Jon Thomas is contributing, with other PWG members, to program design and course development. This program will 
help promote the development of innovation and entrepreneurship skills for participants from the Fraser Valley.  
 
I. Plans for the coming year 

 
ECIE will begin to work on its scope of envisaged activities this upcoming year, including: 

• Undertake interdisciplinary research on innovation and entrepreneurship topics of relevance to UFV 
communities 

• Engage students in research activities 
• Host events and invite speakers to present economic and innovation trends, current research, and facilitate 

collaborations 
• Publish findings through whitepapers, reports and journal publications 
• Develop collaborative partnerships between UFV scholars and other post-secondary institutions; relevant 

community partners, and industry and government agencies desirous of fostering innovation and 
entrepreneurship in the Fraser Valley  

• Develop workshops to train students and entrepreneurs in the Fraser Valley 
 
 

  



   
Peace and Reconciliation Centre (PARC) - New 
Keith Carlson, Chair  April 2020 - current   
  

A. Purpose 
 
Founded in April, 2020 University of the Fraser Valley’s (UFV) Peace and Reconciliation Centre (PARC) is the first of its 
kind among British Columbia’s post-secondary institutions.  It works to identify diverse expressions of conflict, raise 
awareness about the causes and the systems that sustain conflict, and then devise solutions that people can apply to 
create sustained and meaningful peace and reconciliation. 
 
PARC recognizes that conflicts take many forms (physical, social, political, emotional, economic, etc.…) and that they 
impact people differently depending upon ethnicity, culture, gender, sexuality, class, and age.  Conflicts express 
themselves within systems of oppression, and relationships of privilege. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 

 
• Keith Carlson – Chair 
• Shaheen Shivji – Coordinator  

 
 
PARC seeks to be an active partner and player in bringing peace and reconciliation to conflicts within Canada and 
beyond.  
 
C. Plans for the coming year 

 
On September 24 from noon until 2pm, PARC will have its formal launch, virtually. The launch will be hosted by Keith 
Carlson, Chair, PARC.  



   

Race Antiracism Network (RAN) 
Melissa Walter, Ghizlane Laghzaoui, Co-Chairs September 2019 – May 2020 
https://www.ufv.ca/ran/  

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Race Antiracism Network (RAN) is a networking and educational space that reaches out to all disciplines, staff, 
faculty, administrators, and the larger community, to engage in meaningful discourse about current topics and debates 
that are consistent with RAN objectives and UFV’s strategic priorities.  
 
The objectives of RAN are to:  
 

• Raise awareness about racism and race-related (gender, sexuality, religious, class, dis/ability) issues at UFV, the 
Fraser Valley, and society at large. 

• Organize events for members of UFV related to race and anti-racism. 
• Bring together individuals and communities at UFV and beyond working on anti-racism, decolonization, and anti-

colonial projects.  
• Provide a space for people of colour, Indigenous peoples and allies to work on issues related to race and colonial 

politics. 
• Resources pending, respond to local, regional, national, and international events and issues relevant to RAN. 
• Facilitate dialogues and discussions within UFV among staff, faculty, administrators and students. 
• Advocate for changes within UFV that are consistent with the above objectives.  

 
B. Membership and Governance 
 
Membership in the RAN is fluid with a core group of UFV faculty, students and staff who regularly attend meetings and 
organize events. The RAN is governed by an approved set of Terms of Reference and members have access to 
documentation through the RAN website. Community members are also regular attendees at our meetings. For the two 
academic years from 2018-2020, Ghizlane Laghzaoui (MOLA) and Melissa Walter (English) served as co-chairs.  RAN 
would like to acknowledge founding co-chair Adrienne Chan and other previous co-chairs for their assistance in times of 
hardship.   
 
In May 2020, Sharanjit Sandhra (SASI, History) and Ian Rocksborough-Smith (History) became the new co-chairs. 
 
C. Partnerships 
 

• Abbotsford Community Services, now Archway Community Services  
• Fraser Valley Human Dignity Coalition 
• Feminist University Initiative 

 
D. Students 
 
Students are welcome (and encouraged) to attend both RAN meetings and events.  
 

• SUS, Ethnocultural Commissioner, Karen Thind, 2018-2019   
• SUS, Ethnocultural Commissioner, Marc Forcier, 2019-2020   
• Karen Thind  and UFV political science student Duncan Herd spoke on the flash forum against racism on March 

19, 2019   

https://www.ufv.ca/ran/


   
• In Winter 2020, students in Mai Anh Doan’s Communications 312 (Public Relations Campaigns) designed a 

proposed PR campaign for RAN as a class project 
• Students in two of Marcella Lafever’s CMNS classes devised class projects for the 2020 March 21st week:   

o CMNS 280’s class project was “Collaborative Activities:  Building Relationships in Diverse Teams.”   
o CMNS 180’s project was “Intercultural Competence:  Resources for Self-Guided Learning.” 

 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
The RAN participated in and/or organized a number of activities relevant to UFV and the larger community: 
 
The RAN hosts a monthly meeting at UFV from 1-2:30pm on alternating Wednesdays and Thursdays from September to 
May of the academic year. Each meeting begins with a formal acknowledgement of territory and includes discussions of 
initiatives and community events relevant to the RAN membership. Attendance was greatly improved over the last year 
because of the scheduling. The RAN continues to be a major voice and deliberative space for university affairs that relate 
to combating racism and promoting diversity. 
 
On March 19, 2019, in response to the anti-Islamic terrorism in New Zealand, in collaboration with the College of Arts, 
the RAN organized a Flash Forum against racism and discrimination in all forms. The topic was positive initiatives we can 
take to counteract discrimination and hate. A panel of speakers included Karen Thind, SUS Ethnocultural Commissioner, 
Political Science student Duncan Herd, Kjell Anderson from Peace and Conflict Studies, Steven Schroeder from Peace and 
Conflict Studies, Sidrah Ahmed, Co-operative Education Coordinator, Imam Islamullah Khokhar and Dr Tahir Khalid of the 
Abbotsford Islamic Centre. 
 
In 2019, RAN proposed that UFV place on its landing page the statement: “Located on unceded Sto:lo territory, UFV 
strives to be an inclusive, welcoming, and evolving community. Human diversity and equity are core to the university’s 
mission and the betterment of society.” The co-chairs met with President Joanne MacLean to make this proposal. 
 
Members of the RAN participated in the Feminist University retreat in February 2019, and in follow up discussions and 
focus groups.   
  
In 2018-2020, RAN also advocated for the creation of a centre or office dedicated to anti-racism at UFV, which 
contributed to the result of the President’s Task force on EDI. As part of this work, Ghizlane Laghzaoui and Adrienne 
Chan designed and proposed an EDI asset mapping forum (postponed) drawn from a SSHRC application on EDI that they 
drafted for UFV. The RAN also designed a survey for UFV students, faculty, and staff (postponed). In addition, some of 
our members are taking part in the Task force on EDI and in its working groups. 
 
Annually, RAN organizes an event in honour of the United Nations International Day for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination (March 21).  In 2019, the guests and featured speakers were a family who came to Canada as refugees 
from Syria, along with Cindy Buhler of Abbotsford Community Services and Edward Akuffo from Political Science.  
 
In 2020, RAN organized a full week (March 16-20) of events in honour of March 21, with guest speakers including Sonja 
Wiliams (Howard University—co-sponsored by the Office of the President as part of the President’s Leadership Lecture 
Series), Ena Dua (York University), Lynne Davis (Trent University—Skype appearance); a long table event on the topic of 
“Why Diversity and Why Now: Race, Racism, and Diversity within Academia,” primarily co-ordinated by Kamal Arora; 
class projects [see above under Students]; a panel on racism, sport, and media in Canada, sponsored by SASI; a showing 
of the film, Massacre at Amritsar, by Rajneesh Dhawan from English; a resource workshop hosted by Awneet Sivia from 
Teacher Education on “Developing Strategies to Combat Racism and Discrimination in all Forms”; a panel discussion on 
racism hosted in the Global Lounge by UFV International; and an early panel event on March 11 on race, caste, and 
ethnicity hosted by Nicola Mooney (SCMS). Due to COVID-19, all events except the March 11 panel had to be cancelled. 
  



   
RAN worked in spring 2020 with Archway Community Services to apply for grant funding from Resilience BC. The grant 
application focused on responding to incidences of racism and hate through a project collecting video stories and 
accounts of experiences of racism and resilience. 
 
The RAN website is currently being updated. It continues to be a community-wide resource site, in addition to providing 
information about the RAN. The website now includes messages, meeting details, resources and events related to the 
RAN. 
 
F. Funding 
 
Funding comes in the form of contributions from various donors across the university such as the College of Arts, the 
Provost and Vice-President’s office, Research, Engagement and Graduate Studies office, Faculty and Staff Association 
and individuals. Since 2019, the President’s Office has funded a RAN assistant to assist with event planning, meetings, 
and social media and web presence. In 2020, we received support for the March 21 week from a number of additional 
contributors, and from departments and schools.  
 
G. Research 
 
In the 2018-2019 year, RAN members informally surveyed examples of diversity statements featured on university 
landing pages or at websites for university centres for equity and diversity or centres against racism. Kamal Arora (SCMS) 
contributed significantly to this work. 
 
In 2019-2020, co-chair Ghizlane Laghzaoui and member Adrienne Chan applied for a SSHRC grant to research EDI in the 
university. Although the application was unsuccessful, this work contributed to laying the groundwork for the 
development of the President’s Office EDI task force. 
 
H. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
The main presentations were the March 19, 2019 flash forum, and the (cancelled) March 21 week in 2020. 
 
I. Plans for the Coming Year 
 

• Organize the March 21, 2021 week events (The International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination) 
• Maintain partnerships with Archway Community Services and with the Fraser Valley Human Dignity Coalition 
• Submit applications for continuing projects and programs consistent with the RAN’s objectives 
• Work to develop relationships in Mission and Chilliwack, both on and off campus 
• Consult as a stakeholder regarding the upcoming Strategic Plan for UFV 
• Increase social media presence 
• Follow up on PR plan presented by Mai Anh Doan’s Communications class 
• Work creatively with members to deliver collaborative and supportive online spaces that advocate for anti-

racism on campus and in the community 
• Share with UFV community the book So You Want to Talk About Race? and host discussion groups of this book 
• Continue to ally with and support the Feminist University initiative 
• Continue to develop resources and awareness around racism on campus 
• Continue to support Indigenization at UFV and develop relationships with Indigenous faculty, staff, and students 

at UFV



   

Scholarly Sharing Initiative (SSI) 
Melissa Walter, Alex Wetmore and Rita Atake, Co-Organizers September 2019 – May 2020  

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Scholarly Sharing Initiative (SSI) was developed in 2011 by Rita Dhamoon and Chantelle Marlor as an informal 
monthly gathering of faculty, students and interested others to share, discuss, present, and receive feedback about their 
scholarly work. This initiative is based in the College of Arts, but all UFV members are encouraged and welcome to 
attend and present. The SSI was formed as an organic environment designed to foster intellectual discussions. Its 
primary objectives are to support the ongoing research and scholarly projects of faculty and other members of the UFV 
community; to promote cross-disciplinary discussion and collaboration; and to cultivate and disseminate knowledge and 
information. 
 
B.  Membership and Governance 
 
Members: 
Alex Wetmore – English 
Melissa Walter – English 
Rita Atake – Communications 
 
The SSI is supported by the College of Arts and the UFV Research Office. Events were held at and supported by 
University House, in consultation with the South Asian Studies Institute.  
 
C. Partnerships 
 

• UFV Research Office 
• UFV College of Arts 
• South Asian Studies Institute 

 
D. Students 

SSI aims to be an inter-disciplinary and welcoming place for students, fostering an intellectual research community for 
those working and studying in the humanities and social sciences at UFV. Attendees included a number of UFV students 
over the course of the year. This year, former UFV student Hannah Celinksi, now an instructor in the Communications 
department, presented on some of her current research.  

E. Activities of the Centre 
 
The Scholarly Sharing Initiative is unique at UFV as a flexible, interdisciplinary and regularly-scheduled platform devoted 
to disseminating and exchanging knowledge. Presenters come from multiple disciplinary backgrounds and departments; 
attendees also come from various sectors of the UFV community (faculty, students, alumni, administration) and beyond, 
offering multiple opportunities for connection, exchange, and collaboration, while also displaying the significant 
contributions to scholarship, research, pedagogy and knowledge being made at the university.  
 
Each one of our meetings made the research and scholarly work of the individuals presenting (often works in progress) 
available to a wider audience, and all events were open to all interested parties. Over the course of 2019-2020, several 
members of the wider UFV community attended sessions. 
   



   
Presentations: 
September 15 – Molleen Shilliday, “The Language and Purpose of Mourning in Canadian Dystopian Novels”; Alan 
Cameron, “Zamyatin’s We, Dystopia in the USSR”. 
 
January 30 – Heather McAlpine, “To Code or not to Code: Teaching Literature with XML”; Hannah Celinski, “Walking in 
the Footsteps of Many: Legacy Learning Through Exponential Growth”. 
 
February 27 – Sharanjit Sandhra, “The Narratives of Affect in Museums”; Kim Richards, Water Protection and the 
Irresistible Images of #NoDAPL”. 
 
For our March session, we planned to collaborate with UFV’s Race-Anti-Racism Network (RAN) to participate in the week 
of events to celebrate the UN International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (March 21). Accordingly, the 
SSI co-sponsored with RAN a long table session on March 17, “Why Diversity and Why Now: Race, Racism, and Diversity 
within Academia,” with moderators Kamal Arora and Adrienne Chan. Unfortunately, the entire March 21 week had to be 
cancelled due to COVID-19. 
 
F. Funding 
 
The Research Office supported SSI in a number of ways this past year. This included providing a $2000 budget to provide 
food and beverages for our gatherings. The Research Office was acknowledged in all printed materials and thanked at all 
SSI events. The College of Arts supported SSI by providing web space for events and assisting with communication about 
SSI to faculty in the College of Arts.  
 
G. Research  
 
The SSI supports the research and scholarship of individual faculty members and students by providing a venue for 
discussion of work in progress and for dissemination of research. 
 
H. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
Since the Scholarly Sharing Initiative is specifically focused on providing a platform for the presentation of current 
research and scholarly work at UFV, non-refereed presentations form the crux of our activity.  
 
The full schedule of presentations this academic year is listed below. 
 
September 15 – Molleen Shilliday, “The Language and Purpose of Mourning in Canadian Dystopian Novels”; Alan 
Cameron, “Zamyatin’s We, Dystopia in the USSR”. 
 
October 31 – Prabhot Parmar, “Grieving Mothers, Lonely Beloveds, ‘loose women’: Gendering India and the Great War”; 
Anastasia Anderson, “Philosophy for Children and the Aims of Education”. 
 
November 18 – Rajnish Dhawan, “The Massacre at Amritsar—Jallianwala Bagh 1919”.   
 
January 30 – Heather McAlpine, “To Code or not to Code:  Teaching Literature with XML”; Hannah Celinski, “Walking in 
the Footsteps of Many: Legacy Learning Through Exponential Growth”. 
 
February 27 – Sharanjit Sandhra, “The Narratives of Affect in Museums”; Kim Richards, Water Protection and the 
Irresistible Images of #NoDAPL”. 
 
March 17 – “Why Diversity and Why Now: Race, Racism, and Diversity within Academia,” with moderators Kamal Arora 
and Adrienne Chan, co-sponsored with RAN (cancelled due to COVID-19). 



   
I. Plans for the Coming Year 
 
As a valued and long-running forum for sharing interdisciplinary research at UFV, the SSI colloquia intends to continue 
on as a regular forum for monthly panel presentations in the 2020-2021 year, though we are in the process of 
envisioning what that will mean in the Fall term, given the likelihood of reduced faculty and students on campus as part 
of the move to remote learning. 
 
Some UFV groups, like the Race and Anti-Racism Network (RAN), have already successfully held events and webinars 
through online platforms, and this is an option we will be looking into for the Fall term. We are also in discussions with 
RAN about running collaborative sessions in 2020-2021 around race and anti-racism scholarship at UFV and beyond. 
 
Melissa Walter, Alex Wetmore and Rita Atake are confirmed to continue on as organizers. We have also received 
expression of interest from Hannah Celinski from Communications to join our committee, and would welcome more 
members from other departments as well.  
 
   



   

Luminescence Dating Lab 
Olav Lian, Coordinator  September 2019 – May 2020 
https://www.ufv.ca/geography/facilities/luminescence-dating-laboratory/    

 
A. Purpose 
 
The Luminescence Dating Laboratory is an externally-funded laboratory that conducts original research on long term 
environmental (landscape) change. It also helps UFV achieve its goal of expanding inquiry-based learning. As such, the 
laboratory is a place where UFV students can acquire advanced scientific training and learn from being involved in real 
cutting-edge research; they interact with graduate students and visiting scientists from other universities and 
government institutions, thus giving them opportunities that are, in most cases, available only to graduate students at 
larger institutions. The Luminescence Dating Laboratory has been recognized formally in the 2016-2020 UFV Strategic 
Research Plan within one of its priority areas. 
 
Training and learning done in the laboratory is based on a program of supervised student mentoring where UFV 
undergraduate research students, who have been trained by its coordinator, Dr. Olav Lian, work closely with and are 
mentored by MSc and PhD students, and, on occasion, a postdoctoral fellow, that are also under his direct supervision. 
Senior undergraduate research students often conduct independent research of their own, often of a caliber that can be 
published and/or presented at professional conferences.  
 
To attract the external funds necessary to operate the laboratory, all of the research conducted in it, or at least the vast 
majority of it, must be of high caliber so that it can be published in high-impact peer-reviewed journals. This also serves 
to attract good graduate students from other universities, which also is required to attract funds from NSERC, and from 
other sources, and to maintain collaborations.  
 
Another purpose of the laboratory is to provide UFV students with employment (i.e., paid research experience) and, as 
such, all students conducting research in the laboratory are paid. Part-time students are paid through the UFV Work-
Study Program, with funds from the Research office, and/or from external grants held by its coordinator. Students that 
work more than part time (≥20 hour per week) are paid from funds acquired through external research collaborations, 
from the coordinator’s NSERC Discovery Grant, or through the NSERC Undergraduate Student Research Award (USRA) 
program. 
 
B. Membership and Governance 
 
The laboratory is cooridnated and managed solely by Dr. Olav Lian, with the assistance from senior research students. To 
date Lian alone has been responsible for the acquisition of the external funds necessary to keep the laboratory 
operational. 
 
C. Partnerships 
 

• Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), Geological Survey of Canada; Dr. S.A. Wolfe, Dr. R. Paulen 
• B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources; Dr. A.S. Hickin, Mr. Travis Ferbey 
• Manitoba Geological Survey, Mr. Tyler Hodder 
• Simon Fraser University, Department of Earth Sciences (Drs. J.J. Clague and B.C. Ward), Department of 

Geography (Dr. T.A. Brennand) 
• University of Northern B.C., Geography Program (Dr. B. Menounos) 
• Arizona State University, School of Earth and Space Exploration (Dr. Ian J. Walker.) 
• Tasmania (Australia) Forest Practices Authority (Dr. P.D. McIntosh) 
• University of Waterloo, Earth and Environmental Sciences, Dr. Martin Ross, Mr. Jesse Rice, Mr. Grant Hagedorn 

https://www.ufv.ca/geography/facilities/luminescence-dating-laboratory/


   
D. Students 
 
The students listed below were active during the reporting period, although some had graduated previously. In the case 
of graduated students, activities included writing up their research for publication and assistance with others’ research. 
Research projects are too numerous and complex to summarize here, but are all related to understanding the nature 
and timing of landscape change in the BC Interior, the BC central coast, the Canadian prairies and arctic. Students active 
over the reporting period include: 

• Libby Griffin, BSc UFV 2013, NSERC USRA student summers 2013, 2014; MSc SFU (defended April 13, 2017) 
under Lian’s supervision, currently (summer 2020) developing manuscript for publication. 

• Dr. Andrew Perkins, SFU PhD student under Lian’s co-supervision (defended in fall 2015), manuscript for 
publication currently under internal review. 

• Dr. Adrian Hickin, UVic PhD student under Lian’s co-supervision (defended in 2013), manuscript currently 
(summer 2020) undergoing internal review. 

• Jordan Bryce, BSc Hons UFV 2016, NSERC USRA research student, summers 2014, 2015, and 2016; work-
study student fall and winters of 2014, 2015, and 2016; SFU MSc student under Lian’s supervision, 
currently writing-up her thesis. 

• Travis Gingerich, BSc Hons 2018 UFV, NSERC USRA research student, summers 2015, 2016, 2017, 
commenced his MSc at SFU in fall 2018 under Lian’s supervision. Completed field work in summer 2019, 
completed his lab work during fall-winter 2019/20, is currently (summer 2020) writing his thesis. 

• Audrey Faber, BSc UFV 2017; currently an MSc student at UNBC under Lian’s co-supervision, currently (summer 
2020) writing her thesis. 

• Jonathan Cripps, SFU PhD student, is writing thesis during summer 2020; Lian is on his supervisory committee. 
• Dr. Christina Neudorf, UFV Postdoctoral Fellow under Lian’s supervision, fall 2012 – spring 2016, UFV Research 

Associate spring 2016 – July 2018, currently employed at Desert Research Institute (Nevada, USA), manuscript 
currently (summer 2020) in press, and collaborative work has been begun (fall 2020) on permafrost history of NE 
USA (New Jersey). 

• Mr. Jesse Rice, Mr. Grant Hagedorn, and Mr. Tyler Hodder, currently graduate students at University of 
Waterloo, are all collaborating on their PhD research with the Luminescence Dating Laboratory. 

• Cassandra Shewchuk NSERC USRA student fall 2019, UFV BSc Hons 2020, published a peer-reviewed paper on 
her honours research in fall 2020. 

• Vanessa Brewer, UFV BSc student, worked in the Luminescence Dating Laboratory as a work-study student in fall 
2019. 

 
E. Activities of the Centre 
 
As the research conducted in the laboratory, and that conducted by its external collaborators, is associated with 
understanding the nature and timing of changes to the landscape (mostly in western Canada) as a result of significant 
long-term (thousands of years) shifts in climate, its activities have no immediate relevance to the Fraser Valley 
community. However, discoveries made in the laboratory should help enable predictions to be made about future 
landscape change, including that in the Fraser Valley, in response to significant shifts in future climate. Since the opening 
of the laboratory in 2007, its research has been presented to the community from time to time in local Abbotsford and 
Chilliwack newspapers, to Elder College (Chilliwack), to Abbotsford Learning Plus, in Skookum Magazine, the UFV 
Viewbook, the UFV blog roll, The Cascade newspaper, and most recently in UFV’s Faculty of Science Magazine. Our work 
has also had exposure in media, directly or indirectly, outside the valley (e.g., The Vancouver Sun, Hakai Magazine, 
Global News). More recently (October 2018), some of our research was presented in an article that appeared on the 
front page of a print edition of the Vancouver Sun. This practice will continue. 
 
 
 



   
F. Funding 
 
External 

• NSERC Discovery Grant: $110,000 (2017-2022) 
• NSERC USRA grants: $9000 
• Natural Resources Canada: $10,000 (2019) 
• Manitoba Geological Survey: $10,000 (2020 – pending, due to Covid-19) 

 
Internal 

• Research Option releases to Lian (2 sections per academic year) 
• Work-study student positions (4 during reporting period) 
• Research Supplementary Fund: $6000 

 
G. Research  
 
Most of the research listed below is on-going, although components have been completed, and some components have 
been published. 
 

• Research of the character and timing of near-shore sedimentary landforms, Calvert Island, BC (field and lab work 
completed, write-up under way) 

• Research on the nature and timing of the demise of the Laurentide Ice sheet, Northern Quebec (field work 
completed) 

• Review and assessment of the mechanisms of formations of subglacial sediment and its implication for mineral 
prospecting (one paper published) 

• Research on the retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, northern Quebec (field work completed, lab work 
underway) 

• Research on landscape transition during the paraglacial period, northeastern BC (paper written, and undergoing 
internal review) 

• Research on the evolution of the ancient aeolian landscape of Tasmania, Australia (one paper published, and 
another in-press) 

• Research on adjustment of the Fraser River, southcentral BC, immediately following the last glaciation (field and 
lab work completed, writing-up underway) 

• Research on the stabilization of ancient sand dunes on Savary Island, BC (paper being written) 
 
H. Publications, Presentations and Reports 
 
McIntosh, P.D., Neudorf, C.*, Lian, O.B., Slee, A.J., Walker, B., Eberhard, R., Doyle, R., and Dixon, G. Late Pleistocene and 

early Holocene aeolian deposits of Tasmania and their climatic implications. Quaternary Research, in press. 
 
Shewchuk, C.*, Ferbey, T., and Lian, O.B. 2020. Detecting porphyry Cu-Mo mineralization using major oxides and 

pathfinder elements in subglacial till, Highland Valley mine area, south-central British Columbia. In: Geological 
Fieldwork 2019, British Columbia Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, British Columbia Geological 
Survey Paper 2020-01, pp. 169-187.  

 
Neudorf, C.M.*, Lian, O.B., McIntosh, P.D., and Augustinus, P.C. 2019. Time constraints on the oldest record of aeolian 

deposition in lowland and mid-latitude Tasmania. Quaternary Geochronology, 53: 101005. 
 
Rice J.M.*, Ross, M., Paulen, R.C, Kelley, S.E., Briner, J.P., Neudorf, C.M.*, and Lian, O.B. 2019. Refining the flow chronology 

and subglacial dynamics of the migrating ancestral Labrador Divide of the Laurentide Ice Sheet with age constraints on 
deglaciation. Journal of Quaternary Science, 34: 519–535. 

  



   
Conference abstracts (refereed) 
Hagedorn, G.W.*, Ross, M., Paulen, R.C., Smith, I.R., Neudorf, C.M.*, Gingerich, T.*, and Lian, O.B. 2019. Toward a new 

glacial framework supporting geoscience applications in the southwestern Great Slave Lake area. In Gervais, S.D., 
Irwin, D., and Terlaky, V. (compilers), 47th Annual Yellowknife Geoscience Forum (November 19-21), Northwest 
Territories Geological Survey, Yellowknife, NT. Abstract Volume, p. 107.  

 
Lian, O.B., Wolfe, S.A., Neudorf, C.M.*, Hickin, A.S., and Gingerich, T.B.* 2019. Optical dating of eolian landforms using 

quartz in British Columbia and western Alberta – challenges and opportunities. 2019 GSA Annual Meeting Sept 22-25, 
Phoenix, USA. Program with Abstracts, 237-6 https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2019AM/meetingapp.cgi/Session/47459. 

 
Wolfe, S.A., and Lian, O.B. 2019. Timing, rates and geomorphic controls on Holocene eolian deposition in the eastern 

Canadian Rockies, Canada. 2019 GSA Annual Meeting Sept 22-25, Phoenix, USA. Program with Abstracts, 188-3 
https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2019AM/meetingapp.cgi/Session/48598. 

 

I. Plans for the Coming Year 
 
Former UFV undergraduate BSc (Hons) student Jordan Bryce, who began her MSc (SFU Geography) in the Luminescence 
Dating Lab in September 2017 supported by a Hakai Fellowship, continues to analyze her data and write her thesis, 
under Lian’s supervision, through summer 2020.  
 
Travis Gingerich, who graduated with his UFV BSc (Hons) in spring 2018, began his MSc at SFU in fall 2018 under Lian’s 
supervision. His research, supported by an NSERC Canada Graduate Scholarship, is on understanding the postglacial 
adjustment of the Fraser River valley, as observed in southcentral BC. Gingerich’s field work was completed in June 
2019, and his lab work was completed in winter 2020. He is currently (summer 2020) writing his thesis, and a publication 
will follow.  
 
Former UFV (BSc) and SFU (MSc) student Libby Griffin’s Hakai-supported research on postglacial landscape change on 
Savary Island (BC coast) was expanded through additional lab work during 2018-2020, and a manuscript for publication 
is currently (summer 2020) being written on this research by Lian.  
 
Dr. Christina Neudorf, former UFV Postdoc and Research Associate left the lab in 2018 for a new full-time post at the 
Desert Research Institute (Nevada, USA), but is still collaborating with the lab on research, and is a co-author on a review 
paper on the landscape history of Tasmania (Australia) that is currently in press and will be published in fall 2020. A new 
collaborative project with the lab, Neudorf (DRI), and NRCan on the ancient permafrost landscape of northeastern USA 
will continue through 2021.  
 
UFV Vanessa Brewer will be doing research in the lab via an NSERC USRA position during summer 2020, as will UFV BSc 
student Nicola Bangay via a UFV work-study position, both contributing to a project on the extent of the Laurentide Ice 
Sheet in the Hudson Bay Lowland, in collaboration with Manitoba Geological Survey and University of Waterloo; Brewer 
and Bangay will both continue as research assistants under the UFV work-study program in the 2020-2021 academic 
year.   
 
It is anticipated that a new PhD student (currently completing his MSc at University of Edinburgh, UK) will be joining the 
lab in fall 2020, perhaps in winter 2021, as will (possibly) a PhD student from UBC – pending on the state of Covid-19.  
 
As always, the main focus in the laboratory in the coming year will be to process samples, measure, and analyze data 
associated with our field work in the previous year. Lian will work on several manuscripts and continue to supervise UFV 
students and co-supervise external graduate students associated with the laboratory. Summer 2020 will see no field 
work due to Covid-19. A replacement (including funding) for Dr. Christina Neudorf will continue to be sought, and a 
current PhD student at the University of Nevada has shown interest, but is pending due to Covid-19. 
 

https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2019AM/meetingapp.cgi/Session/47459
https://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2019AM/meetingapp.cgi/Session/48598
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